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MOTIVATION

 No natural way to develop sufficient conditions for 

convergence of BP

 Many aspects of the algorithm are poorly understood 

for general problems:

 Convergence

 Correctness

 Periodic behavior

 Quadratic minimization is easier

 Closed form solution for the messages

 Still exhibits many of the same phenomena



MIN-SUM

 The objective function factorizes as a sum of 

potentials

 ® µ {1,…,n}

 Pairwise if |®| = 2



CORRESPONDING GRAPH
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MIN-SUM

 Messages at step n:

 Initial messages are chosen to be zero



COMPUTING BELIEFS

 At each step, construct a set of beliefs:

 Estimate the optimal assignment as



GRAPH COVERS

 A graph H covers a graph G if there is 

homomorphism from H to G that is a bijection on 

neighborhoods
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GRAPH COVERS

 Indistinguishability:  for any cover and any 

choice of initial messages on the original graph, 

there exists a choice of initial messages on the 

cover such that the messages passed by min-sum 

are identical on both graphs

 Problems may arise if covers have different 

solutions than the original graph



MWIS: A “BAD” EXAMPLE
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QUADRATIC MINIMIZATION

 symmetric positive definite implies a unique 

minimum  at

 Equivalent to Gaussian BP



QUADRATIC MINIMIZATION

 For min-sum algorithm, convergence to a unique 
estimate implies a solution to ¡ x = h

 Corresponding graph has a node for each      and 
an edge from i to j for each nonzero 



COVERS OF QUADRATICS

 Every k-cover of a quadratic on n variables is a 

quadratic on kn variables with



AVERAGING

 We can scale solutions on a k-cover,              , 

down to solutions on the original problem by 

averaging copies:

 Easy to check that                



COVERS OF QUADRATICS

Positive definite 2-cover is not positive definite



SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

 Scaled diagonal dominance is sufficient for 

convergence [Moallemi et al. 06]

 Walk-summability is sufficient for convergence 
[Malioutov et al. 06]

 Min-sum converges for some matrices satisfying 

neither of these conditions



SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

 A symmetric matrix is scaled diagonally dominant if 

there exists w > 0 such that for each row i

 A matrix is walk-summable if ½(|I-¡|) < 1



QUADRATIC MINIMIZATION

 Want all covers of our matrix to be positive 

definite

 Scaled diagonal dominance implies all covers scaled 

diagonally dominant 

 Scaled diagonal dominance implies positive definite



QUADRATIC MINIMIZATION

 Theorem The following are equivalent

 ¡ is walk-summable

 ¡ is scaled diagonally dominant

 Every cover of ¡ is positive definite

 Every 2-cover of ¡ is positive definite

 Graph covers provide a “natural” sufficient 

condition for convergence



PERIODIC BEHAVIOR

 Estimates alternate between 0 and 1 at each 

time step

 Beliefs are converging to constant functions

 Can we use covers to understand this?



PERIODICITY IN PAIRWISE MRFS

 What other properties of min-sum do covers 

capture?

 Messages converge k-periodically if for each s the 

sequence of messages mkt+s converges as t tends 

to infinity

 Two easy cases to analyze periodicity:

 Single cycles

 2-periodic messages



SINGLE CYCLES

 We can fix k-periodic behavior by imagining a 

new message passing scheme on a k-cover
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2-PERIODICITY

 For an arbitrary pairwise MRF if the messages 

converge 2-periodically we can fix the periodicity 

by looking at a bipartite 2-cover
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PERIODICITY

 Estimates alternate between 0 and 1 at each 

time step

 Beliefs are converging to constant functions so we 

cannot extract a unique assignment



PERIODICITY AND GLOBAL OPTIMALITY

 For the quadratic minimization problem, we can 

improve Wainwright’s local optimality result to 

handle periodicity

 We don’t require that the fixed point beliefs converge 

to a unique estimate; only that the messages 

converge periodically

 Use averaging procedure to obtain fixed point 

messages



CONCLUSIONS

 Graph covers explain what makes certain 

problem instances harder than others

 Graph covers may be useful for deriving 

sufficient conditions for the convergence of BP in 

many application areas

 In many cases, periodic behavior can be 

understood as fixed point behavior on covers

Questions?


